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Abstract. Uni cation in logic programming deals with tree-like data

represented by terms. Some applications, including deductive databases,
require handling more complex values, for example nite sets or bags ( nite multisets). We extend uni cation to the combined domain of bags,
sets and trees in which bags and sets are generated by constructors similar to the list constructor. Our uni cation algorithm is presented as
a nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm that solves equality constraints in the spirit of the Martelli and Montanari algorithm.

1 Introduction
Logic programming languages deal with tree-like data represented by terms.
Some applications require to handle other kinds of data such as nite sets or
bags ( nite multisets). For example, this problem arises in databases: relational
query languages typically deal with tuples of atomic values and extension to
more complex values is required. Various kinds of complex values in databases
and logic programming have been considered in many papers, including [2, 3, 31,
16, 46, 43, 32, 15, 1, 27, 26, 22, 20, 48].
In this paper we extend uni cation, the core mechanism of logic programming, to handle bags and sets. When bags and sets are represented with using the union operations, bag and set uni cation is a particular case of AC1and ACI1-uni cation, which has been extensively studied [44, 25, 24, 10, 33, 18].
Recently, a number of uni cation algorithms have been introduced for various
domains of bags and sets built with the bag and set constructors similar to the
list constructor used in functional and logic programming [21, 22, 45, 9].
We contribute to this area by introducing a new uni cation algorithm for
the combined domain of bags, sets and trees. The main novelty of our algorithm
is that it is a nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm. The algorithm is
formalized as a nondeterministic algorithm that solves systems of equations in
the spirit of the Martelli and Montanari uni cation algorithm [38], i.e. it uses
a collection of rules that transform systems into equivalent ones. The algorithm
is don't-care nondeterministic with respect to the choice of applicable rules.
Nondeterministic branches lead to uni ers represented by systems in solved form
(triangle form). These uni ers form a complete set of uni ers of the input system,
its cardinality is at most 2O(n log n) where n is the input size. Thus, we obtain a
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single-exponential upper bound on the cardinality of a minimal complete set of
uni ers in our domain (cf. a double-exponential lower bound for AC uni cation
in the domain with the bag union [30]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we extend the Herbrand
universe by adding terms that represent bags and sets. Thus, the extended domain (denoted by HU + ) contains bags, sets and trees. Values in this domain
are untyped, for example one can construct a bag whose members are sets and
trees. The semantics of logic programs over HU + is de ned in Section 2 too.
We show that logic programming over HU + is powerful enough to represent all
computable predicates on this domain.
Section 3 is the main section of this paper. It contains a description of our
algorithm and theorems asserting that the algorithm is sound, complete and runs
in nondeterministic polynomial time. Since NP-hardness is proved easily [28], we
obtain that uni cation over HU + is NP-complete. It follows from these theorems
that the algorithm yields complete sets of uni ers and their cardinalities are at
most 2O(n log n) . This bound is tight. In this section we also describe a number of
important special cases in which our algorithm is optimal, i.e. it gives minimal
complete sets of uni ers. Due to space reasons, we do not include proofs in this
paper, they can be found in our technical report [19]. Also, this report contains
many examples that illustrate the algorithm as well as some related notions.
In Section 4 we brie y sketch some related results and directions of further research. In particular, we discuss bag and set uni cation in the context of AC and
ACI uni cation. We also compare our algorithm with other known algorithms.
Some extensions and applications of our results are discussed too.
There are several aspects of handling complex values that are beyond the
scope of this paper. We do not consider the introduction of the object structure
on HU + and we do not discuss questions like object identity. We do not consider
semantics of negation. Our algorithm can be optimized in some ways but we do
not discuss such optimizations here.

2 The combined domain of bags, sets and trees
There are several possibilities to de ne data models that deal with bags, nite
sets and trees. In this section we choose a particular data model, some variations
are considered in [19]. For brevity we say \set" instead of \ nite set" in the
context of this data model. \Bag" is a synonym for \ nite multiset".

The Herbrand universe with bags and sets. We extend the Herbrand
universe by adding the bag and set constructors. The de nition is parametrized
by a set F of function symbols. As usual, symbols in F have non-negative arities.
Constants are function symbols of arity 0. Intuitively, constants represent atomic
values, like integers or strings, Function symbols of arity  1 are viewed as tree
constructors that are used to construct complex values from existing ones.
More precisely, given a set F of function symbols, the Herbrand universe with
bags and sets, denoted HU , is de ned inductively as follows.
+
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1. Any constant in F belongs to HU + . These constants are called atomic values.
2. If v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 HU + , where n  0, then the bag consisting of v1 ; : : : ; vn
belongs to HU + . This bag is denoted by fjv1 ; : : : ; vn jg and called a bag value.
3. If v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 HU + , where n  0, then the set fv1 ; : : : ; vn g belongs to
HU + . This set is called a set value.
4. If f 2 F has arity n  1 and v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 HU + , then the expression
f (v1 ; : : : ; vn ) belongs to HU + . This expression represents the tree whose
root has n children; the root is labeled by f and the children are v1 ; : : : ; vn .
The expression f (v1 ; : : : ; vn ) is called a tree value.
Thus, HU + consists of untyped values. For example, the set ffj1; 1jg; f2g; 3; f (4)g
contains a bag, a set, an atomic value and a tree.
Equality on HU + is de ned inductively as follows.
1. Two atomic values are equal if they coincide.
2. Bag values fju1 ; : : : ; um jg and fjv1 ; : : : ; vn jg are equal if m = n and there is
a permutation  of the sequence 1; : : : ; m such that ui is equal to v(i) for
all i.
3. Set values fu1; : : : ; umg and fv1 ; : : : ; vn g are equal if each ui is equal to
some vj , and vice versa, each vj is equal to some ui .
4. Tree values f (u1 ; : : : ; um ) and g(v1 ; : : : ; vn ) are equal if f coincides with g
and ui is equal to vi for all i.
5. No other equalities hold on HU + .

Terms and their sorts. In order to represent elements of HU , we introduce
the corresponding notion of a term. We assume that fjjg and fg are two constants
foreign to F . They represent the empty bag and the empty set respectively. Two
binary function symbols fj j jg and f j g are assumed to be foreign to F too.
They are used to construct bags and sets. Namely, if a term s represents an
arbitrary element of HU and a term t represents a bag then the term fjs j tjg
represents the bag formed by appending the element corresponding to s to the
bag corresponding to t. Similarly, a term fs j tg represents the set formed by
+

+

adding the element represented by s to the set represented by t.
All terms will be divided into three sorts: sort of bags b, sort of sets s and
the universal sort u. We assume that there are three kinds of variables called bag
variables, set variables and universal variables. Terms and their sorts are de ned
as follows.
1. A bag variable is a term of sort b. A set variable is a term of sort s. A
universal variable is a term of sort u.
2. The constant fjjg is a term of sort b. The constant fg is a term of sort s. Any
constant in F is a term of sort u.
3. If s is an arbitrary term and t is a term of sort b then fjs j tjg is a term of sort
b. If s is an arbitrary term and t is a term of sort s then fs j tg is a term of
sort s. Any expression of the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ), where f 2 F and t1 ; : : : ; tn
are arbitrary terms, is a term of sort u.
4. No other terms can be formed.
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We also introduce the partial order v on the terms. For any terms s; t, we
write s v t if s and t have the same sort or t is of sort u.

Equations and solutions. A mapping  from the set of all variables to HU

+

is called a valuation if  maps every bag variable to a bag value and every set
variable to a set value. Universal variables can be mapped to any values. We
extend valuations from variables to terms as follows. Let  be a valuation and r
be a non-variable term. The value  (r) is de ned inductively:
1.  (fjjg) is the bag value fjjg. If r is fjs j tjg and  (t) is a bag value fjv1 ; : : : ; vn jg,
then  (r) is the bag value fj (s); v1 ; : : : ; vn jg.
2.  (fg) is the set value fg. If r is fs j tg and  (t) is a set value fv1 ; : : : ; vn g,
then  (r) is the set value f (s); v1 ; : : : ; vn g.
3. If r is f (v1 ; : : : ; vn ), where n  0, then  (r) is f ( (v1 ); : : : ;  (vn )).
By this de nition, the value  (r) for a ground term r remains the same for all
 . Hence, elements of HU + can be alternatively de ned as equivalence classes of
ground terms by the equality relation.
By an equation we mean any expression s = t, where s; t are terms. A solution
to an equation is a valuation  such that  (s) is equal to  (t). A nite set of
equations is also called a system (of equations) or an equality constraint. A
valuation  is a solution to a system if  is a solution to every equation in the
system. We x some system that has no solution and denote this system by ?.

Logic programs over HU and their semantics. The notion of a Horn
clause is de ned as usual. We assume that atoms in Horn clauses are not equalities. A logic program over HU is a nite set of Horn clauses. A Herbrand model
of a logic program L over HU is any model M of L such that (i) the carrier
set of M is HU and (ii) each ground term is interpreted in M by itself. As
+

+

+

+

usual, a Herbrand model can be identi ed with the set of ground atoms true
in this model. Thus we can rede ne a Herbrand model M as a set of ground
non-equality atoms (meaning the set of ground non-equality atoms true in M).
For two Herbrand models M1 and M2 , we write M1  M2 if the set of all
ground atoms true in M1 is a subset of all ground atoms true in M2 . It is not
dicult to prove that any logic program over HU + has the least Herbrand model
(with respect to ). This statement is basically a straightforward generalization
of the standard facts of logic programming theory [35, 8].
We say that a logic program L over HU + de nes a relation R on HU + if for
some predicate P in L, the predicate P is interpreted as R in the least Herbrand
model of L.
There are several ways of de ning a procedural semantics of logic programs
over HU + . The standard way is to modify SLD-resolution, namely, instead of
SLD-resolution using substitutions, we can use constraint SLD-resolution dened similar to [36, 37]. In particular, constraint SLD-resolution over HU + uses
uni cation over HU + , i.e. solving equality constraints over HU + .
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Logic programs and computability on HU . Since elements of HU can
be obviously represented as strings of symbols, we can speak of computable (aka
recursively enumerable) relations on HU . The following theorem shows that
our constructors are enough to represent any computable relation on HU .
Theorem 1. A relation R on HU is recursively enumerable if and only if there
+

+

+

+

+

exists a logic program L that de nes R.
The proof can be easily obtained by adapting the proof of [49] or other similar
proofs (e.g., [6]).

3 Uni cation algorithm

In this section we introduce a uni cation algorithm for HU + . The algorithm is
presented as a nondeterministic algorithm that transforms an input system of
equations into an output system in solved form (de ned below). The work of the
algorithm is based on repeated applications of transformation rules. The output
systems (all nondeterministic results) are equivalent to the input systems in the
sense described in Theorem 3.

3.1 Some de nitions and notation
Notation for bags and sets. Like the logic programming notation for lists,
we write fjs ; : : : ; sn j tjg and fjs ; : : : ; sn jg for terms fjs j : : : fjsn j tjg : : : jg and
fjs j : : : fjsn j fjjgjg : : : jg respectively, and similar for sets. Letters x; y; z; u; v; w
1

1

1

1

with or without indices are used to denote variables. Capital letters X; Y; : : :
(possibly with indices) stand for sequences of variables. For example, if X and
Y stand for x1 ; : : : ; xk and y1 ; : : : ; ym respectively then fX; Y j ug and fX; Y g
denote fx1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1 ; : : : ; ym j ug and fx1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1 ; : : : ; ym g. When we use
notation fjX j sjg and fX j sg, where s is a variable, we assume that X is nonempty. The length of a sequence X , i.e. the number of its members, is denoted
by jX j. If X and Y are x1 ; : : : ; xn and y1 ; : : : ; yn respectively, X = Y stands for
x1 = y1 ; : : : ; xn = yn. Sometimes, we shall use capital letters joined by the set
union [, for example X [ Y . In this case, we mean by such an expression the
sequence obtained by appending the sequence Y to the sequence X and removing
duplicates. For example, if X is x; x; y and Y is y; y; z then X [ Y denotes the
sequence x; y; z .

Reduction using x = y. Let x and y be variables appearing in a system S .

The following transformation of S is called reduction using x = y. First, remove
x = y and y = x (if any) from S . Then do the following:
1. If x and y are the same variable, do nothing.
2. Otherwise, if one of x; y is of sort b and the other is of sort s, transform S
into ?.
3. Otherwise, if y v x, replace x by y in all equations in S and add x = y to S .
4. Otherwise (in this case x v y), replace y by x in all equations in S and add
y = x to S .
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Isolated equations. Let S be a system containing an equation x = t. This
equation is called isolated in S if (i) t v x and (ii) x has exactly one occurrence
in S (namely, the occurrence in the left-hand side of x = t). Note that if x = y
belongs to S and is not isolated in S , then reduction using x = y changes x = y
to an isolated equation x = y or y = x.

Simple equations. We de ne a bag equation as an equation x = fjY j zjg, where
x and z are bag variables and Y is a sequence of variables. Similarly, x = fY j z g,
where x and z are set variables and Y is a sequence of variables, is called a set
equation. We de ne a simple equation as any of the following equations: (i) a bag
equation, (ii) a set equation, (iii) an equation x = f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ), where n  0
and x; x1 ; : : : ; xn are variables.

Systems without duplication. Let S be a system consisting of only simple

or isolated equations. We call S a system of simple or isolated equations without
duplication if S contains no pair of equations x = t and y = t such that t is not
a variable.
Lemma 1. Any system S can be transformed in polynomial time to a system
S 0 that satis es the following conditions:
1. S 0 is a system of simple or isolated equations without duplication.
2. Any solution to S 0 is also a solution to S .
3. For any solution  to S , there is a solution  0 to S 0 such that  and  0
coincide on all variables of S .
Proof. We shall only sketch the transformation.
1. Get rid of non-variable terms in left sides of equations by introducing new
variables. An equation s = t is replaced by two equations x = s and x = t, where
x is a new universal variable.
2. Variable abstraction. Get rid of non-simple equations x = t, where t is
not a variable, by introducing new variables. For example, the equation x =
ffg; f (a); bg is replaced by ve equations x = fy; z; v j yg, y = fg, z = f (u),
u = a and v = b, where z; u; v are new universal variables, y is a new set
variable.
3. To get rid of duplications, for any pair of equations x = t and y = t remove
x = t and apply reduction using x = y.
4. Now every non-simple equation is an equation between two variables x = y.
If this equation is not isolated, apply reduction using x = y.
From now on we deal only with systems of simple or isolated equations without duplication.

Graphs associated with systems. To describe the algorithm, we associate
with any system S a directed graph denoted by GS and called the graph of S .
The nodes of this graph are all bag and set variables occurring in S . If S contains
a bag equation x = fjY j z jg or a set equation x = fY j z g, then the graph GS
contains an edge from x to z labeled by Y .
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Final variables. A bag variable x is said to be nal in S if GS contains no edge
coming from x. A set variable x is called nal in S if whenever GS contains a
path from x to another node y, it also contains a path from y to x.

Bag and set cycles. We de ne a bag cycle as a bag equation x = fjY j xjg or
a sequence of bag equations

x1 = fjY1 j x2 jg; x2 = fjY2 j x3 jg; : : : ; xm = fjYm j x1 jg;
where m  2 and x1 ; : : : ; xm are pairwise di erent variables. A set cycle is
de ned similarly.

Bag and set extensions. Assume that a system S contains a sequence of bag
equations

y1 = fjX1 j y2jg; y2 = fjX2 j y3 jg; : : : ; ym = fjXm j ym+1 jg
where m  1 and ym+1 is a nal variable. We say that the bag equation
y1 = fjX1 ; : : : ; Xm j ym+1 jg
is an extension of the equation y1 = fjX1 j y2 jg.
Similarly, if S contains a sequence of set equations
y1 = fX1 j y2 g; y2 = fX2 j y3 g; : : : ; ym = fXm j ym+1 g;
where m  1 and ym+1 is a nal variable, then an extension of the set equation
y1 = fX1 j y2 g is de ned as the equation
y1 = fX1 [ : : : [ Xm j ym+1 g:
Note that if a bag equation has no extension then S has a bag cycle. Every
set equation has an extension.

Reduction using X = Y . Let X and Y be sequences x ; : : : ; xn and y ; : : : ; yn
1

1

of variables respectively. Informally, reduction using X = Y is successive reductions using x1 = y1 ; : : : ; xn = yn . More precisely, denote the system S by S0 and
denote the system fX = Y g by E0 . De ne Si and Ei for 1  i  n as follows.
Let u = v be any equation in Ei;1 . Then Si is obtained from Si;1 by reduction
using u = v and Ei is obtained from Ei;1 by reduction using u = v and removing u = v or v = u. Reduction using X = Y is de ned as the transformation
replacing S by Sn .

Correspondences between sequences. Let X and Y be sequences of vari-

ables. We de ne correspondences between X and Y , namely correspondences of
two kinds called bag correspondences and set correspondences. A bag correspondence between X and Y is de ned as an equivalence relation on X [ Y such that
for every equivalence class R, the variables of R satisfy the following condition:
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The total number of their occurrences in X is equal to the total number of
their occurrences in Y .
For example, let X and Y be x; x; y; z and x; y; y; u respectively. Then there
are three bag correspondences between X and Y . The rst consists of two equivalence classes fx; yg and fu; z g, the second consists of fx; ug and fy; z g, and the
third consists of one class fx; y; z; ug. Obviously, there exists a bag correspondence between X and Y if and only if X and Y have the same length.
A bag correspondence is called minimal if no equivalence class can be split
into proper disjoint subsets such that the resulting equivalence relation remains a
bag correspondence. In the above example, the rst and second correspondences
are minimal and the third one is not minimal. Note that the minimality can be
checked in polynomial time by reducing this problem to the unary version of
the knapsack problem, i.e. the version in which weights and values are given
in unary notation (see e.g. [41]). Details of the reduction will be given in a full
version of the paper.
A set correspondence between X and Y is an equivalence relation on X [ Y
such that for every equivalence class R, we have

R contains at least one variable of X and at least one variable of Y .
Like the case of bag correspondences, a set correspondence is called minimal if no
equivalence class can be split into proper disjoint subsets such that the resulting
equivalence relation remains a set correspondence. In this case, it means that
each equivalence class contains either exactly one variable of X or exactly one
variable of Y .
For example, let X and Y be x; x; y; z and x; u; v; w respectively. Then the
equivalence relation consisting of classes fx; ug, fy; vg and fz; wg is a minimal
set correspondence between X and Y . The relation consisting of fx; y; ug and
fz; v; wg is a set correspondence but it is not minimal.
Let E be any set of equations xi = yj where xi is in X and yj is in Y . By E
we denote the smallest equivalence relation on X [ Y containing all pairs (x; y)
such that (x = y) 2 E . We say that E is a (minimal) bag or set correspondence
between X and Y if such is E . For example, the set fx = u; y = v; z = wg is a
minimal set correspondence between X and Y that denote x; x; y; z and x; u; v; w
respectively.

3.2 Rules
Rule 1 (Tree Decomposition). This rule can be applied to a system S if S
contains two distinct equations z = f (x ; : : : ; xn ) and z = f (y ; : : : ; yn ), where
f 2 F and n  0. Remove the equation z = f (x ; : : : ; xn ) from S and reduce S
1

1

1

using x1 = y1 ; : : : ; xn = yn . (This rule is close to the term decomposition rule
of [38]).
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Rule 2 (Bag Decomposition). The rule can be applied to a system S if the
system contains bag equations z = s and z = t, where s and t are di erent. If
at least one of z = s and z = t has no extension then transform S into ? (the
system contains a bag cycle). Otherwise, choose any extensions of z = s and
z = t. Remove z = s and z = t from S and consider two possible cases.

1. The extensions have the forms z = fjX j ujg and z = fjY j ujg. If jX j 6= jY j
then transform S into ?. Otherwise, add to S the equation z = fjY j ujg.
Don't-know nondeterministically generate a minimal bag correspondence E
between X and Y and reduce S using E .
2. The extensions have the forms z = fjX j ujg and z = fjY j vjg, where the
variables u and v are di erent. Don't-know nondeterministically divide X
into disjoint parts X1 and X2 (one of them may be empty). Similarly, Don'tknow nondeterministically divide Y into Y1 and Y2 . Informal comment: X1
and Y1 are intended to coincide as bags, X2 and Y2 are intended to have no
common elements. The division is required to satisfy the following conditions.
First, the parts X1 and Y1 have the same length, i.e. jX1 j = jY1 j. Second,
X2 and Y2 contain no common variables. Then S is transformed as follows.
(a) Add the equation z = fjX2 ; Y1 ; Y2 j wjg, where w is a new bag variable.
(b) If X2 is non-empty, add the equation v = fjX2 j wjg. Otherwise, reduce
S using v = w.
(c) If Y2 is non-empty, add the equation u = fjY2 j wjg. Otherwise, reduce S
using u = w.
(d) If X1 and Y1 are non-empty, don't-know nondeterministically generate a
minimal bag correspondence E between X1 and Y1 . Reduce S using E .

Rule 3 (Set Decomposition). The rule can be applied to a system S if the
system contains set equations z = s and z = t, where s and t are di erent. If z
is a nal variable, do the following. Suppose that s is fX j ug and t is fY j vg.
Replace z = s and z = t by the equation z = fX [ Y j z g and reduce the system

using z = u; z = v. Otherwise, choose any extensions of z = s and z = t. Remove
z = s and z = t from S and consider two possible cases.
1. The extensions have the forms z = fX j ug and z = fY j ug. Don't-know
nondeterministically divide X into disjoint parts X1 and X2 . Similarly, divide
Y into Y1 and Y2 . Informally: X1 and Y1 coincide as sets, X2 and Y2 have no
common members. If one of the parts X1 and Y1 is empty then the other is
required to be empty too. In addition, like the case of bags, X2 and Y2 are
required to contain no common variables. Consider two cases.
(a) Both X1 and Y1 are empty. Add the equation u = fX2 [ Y2 j ug and
reduce S using z = u.
(b) Both X1 and Y1 are non-empty. Don't-know nondeterministically generate a minimal set correspondence E between X1 and Y1 . Then transform
S as follows.
i. Add the equation z = fY1 j ug.
ii. If at least one of X2 and Y2 is non-empty, add u = fX2 [ Y2 j ug.
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iii. Reduce S using E .
2. The extensions have the forms z = fX j ug and z = fY j vg, where the variables u and v are di erent. Don't-know nondeterministically divide X into
disjoint parts X1 and X2 and divide Y into Y1 and Y2 . As above, the division
is required to satisfy the following conditions. First, if one of the parts X1
and Y1 is empty then the other is empty too. Second, X2 and Y2 contain no
common variables. Consider two cases.
(a) Both X1 and Y1 are empty. Add the equations z = fX2 [ Y2 j wg, u =
fY2 j wg and v = fX2 j wg, where w is a new variable.
(b) Both X1 and Y1 are non-empty. Transform S as follows.
i. Add equation z = fX2 [ Y1 [ Y2 j wg, where w is a new set variable.
ii. If X2 is non-empty, add the equation v = fX2 j wg. Otherwise reduce
S using v = w.
iii. If Y2 is non-empty, add the equation u = fY2 j wg. Otherwise reduce
S using u = w.
iv. Don't-know nondeterministically generate a minimal set correspondence E between X1 and Y1 and reduce S using E .

Rule 4 (Function Failure). If S contains equations x = f (x ; : : : ; xm ) and
x = g(y ; : : : ; yn) where m; n  0 and f and g are distinct function symbols,
transform S into ?.
Rule 5 (Type Failure). If the system S contains an equation x = t such that
t 6v x, transform S into ?.
1

1

3.3 Algorithms
Solved form. A system S of equations is said to be in solved form if no rule is
applicable to S . In particular, ? is in solved form. It is easy to see that a system
S is in solved form if and only if (i) S does not contain two di erent equations
x = s and x = t, and (ii) for any equation x = t in S , we have t v x.
Transformation algorithm. The transformation algorithm don't-care nondeterministically chooses Rules 1{5 and applies them to an input system until
no rule is applicable. Thus, the transformation algorithm is a nondeterministic
algorithm that transforms any input system into a system in solved form.

Variable dependency graph. We introduce one more graph associated with

a system S . The variable dependency graph of S is the graph whose nodes are
variables occurring in S and whose edges are de ned as follows. There is an edge
coming from x to y if S contains at least one of the following equations:

x = f (y1 ; : : : ; yn), where f 2 F and y is one of y1 ; : : : ; yn;
x = fjy1 ; : : : ; yn j z jg such that y is one of y1 ; : : : ; yn ; z ;
x = fy1 ; : : : ; yn j z g such that y is one of y1 ; : : : ; yn .
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Occur-check algorithm. The occur-check algorithm is applied to a system S in
solved form. If the variable dependency graph of S has a cycle, S is transformed
into ?. Otherwise, the algorithm does not change S .
Uni cation algorithm. The uni cation algorithm is the composition of the

transformation algorithm and the occur-check algorithm.
Theorem 2 (running time). The uni cation algorithm runs in nondeterministic polynomial time.
Theorem 3 (soundness and completeness). Let S1; : : : ; Sn be all nondeterministic results of the application of the uni cation algorithm to a system S .
Then
1. Any solution to Si is also a solution to S .
2. For any solution  to S , there is a solution i to some Si such that  and i
coincide on all variables of S .
It follows from these theorems and NP-hardness [28] that the uni ability
problem for HU + is NP-complete (as we note in Section 4 below, this fact also
follows from results on AC and ACI uni cation).
Usually, uni cation problems are formulated in terms of nding uni ers, i.e.
substitutions that make two terms equal. A set  of uni ers of a system S is
said to be complete if for every uni er of S , the set  contains a more general
uni er of S . It is straightforward to extract uni ers from our algorithm. Namely,
every nondeterministic branch leads to either ? or a system in solved form. Such
a system represents a uni er called a resulting uni er for S , for details see [19].
The completeness of our algorithm provides that all resulting uni ers for S form
a complete set of uni ers of S . Since every branch gives us at most one uni er, we
obtain an upper bound on the minimal cardinality of a complete set of uni ers.
Theorem 4 (upper bound). For any system S , the set of all resulting uni ers
for S is a complete set of uni ers. An upper bound on its cardinality is 2O(n log n)
where n is the size of S .
It follows from [9] and [19] that 2O(n log n) is also a lower bound. To establish
this lower bound, it is enough to consider uni cation for at sets. Thus, 2O(n log n)
is a tight bound.
Minimality. We say that a complete set  of uni ers is minimal if for every
pair of uni ers in  , none of them is more general than the other. A uni cation
algorithm is said to be optimal for a system S if the algorithm yields a minimal
complete set of uni ers of S . Our algorithm (as well as all other known algorithms) is not optimal in general, but it is optimal for a number of important
special cases. First, consider the following equations on sets:
fs1; : : : ; sm j xg = ft1 ; : : : ; tn j xg
(1)
fs1; : : : ; sm j xg = ft1 ; : : : ; tn j yg
(2)
fs1; : : : ; sm j xg = ft1 ; : : : ; tn g
(3)
fs1 ; : : : ; sm g = ft1 ; : : : ; tn g
(4)
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where x; y are di erent variables not occurring in s1 ; : : : ; sm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn , and
s1 ; : : : ; sm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn are either variables or ground terms without occurrences
of bag or set constructors, not necessarily di erent. Systems (1){(4)are not, in
general, systems of simple or isolated equations without duplication, and there
are several ways of transforming them into such systems.
Assuming that equations (1){(4) are preprocessed using the algorithm presented in Lemma 1, we obtain
Theorem 5. The uni cation algorithm is optimal for any system consisting of
one equation of the form (1){(4).
The proof is not dicult and is based on properties of minimal set correspondences. Note that (1){(4) contain all equations considered in [9], for which optimality of a di erent algorithm is proved.
Similarly, using properties of minimal bag correspondences we can prove
optimality for special cases of bag equation. Consider the following equations on
bags:

fjs ; : : : ; sm j xjg = fjt ; : : : ; tn j xjg
fjs ; : : : ; sm j xjg = fjt ; : : : ; tn j yjg
fjs ; : : : ; sm j xjg = fjt ; : : : ; tn jg
fjs ; : : : ; sm jg = fjt ; : : : ; tn jg
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

with the same conditions as for (1){(4).
Assuming that equations (5){(8) are preprocessed using the algorithm presented in Lemma 1, we obtain
Theorem 6. The uni cation algorithm is optimal for any system consisting of
one equation of the form (5){(8).
Note that having systems without duplication is esential for the optimality. For
example, our algorihtm is optimal when the equation fjx; cjg = fjy; cjg is translated into fjx; z jg = fjy; z jg; z = c but is not optimal when this equation is
translated into fjx; z jg = fjy; ujg; z = c; u = c.

4 Related results
AC and ACI uni cation. AC and ACI uni cation is more general than bag

and set uni cation. First results relevant to bag and set uni cation appeared
in the automated deduction community as results on AC- and ACI-uni cation
algorithms [44, 28, 25, 10, 33, 18]. These algorithms deal with the rst three of
the following equality axioms:
(A) (x [ y) [ z = x [ (y [ z )
(C ) x [ y = y [ x
(I ) x [ x = x
(1) x [ fg = x
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All the four axioms give an axiomatization of nite sets in the signature consisting of the set union [ and the empty set fg. By removing (I ), we obtain
an axiomatization of bags in the signature consisting of the bag union and the
empty bag. Both axiomatizations are complete in the sense that every valid
equation on sets or bags is a logical consequence of these axiomatizations. It is
known that both AC1-uni ability with constants is NP-complete: NP-hardness
for a very simple special case is proved in [28] and inclusion in NP is proved in
[10]. ACI1-uni ability with constant can be solved in polynomial time [29]. It
follows from the results on combination of uni cation algorithms [11, 42, 17] that
for the theory combining AC1 and ACI1, the uni ability problem is in NP [12,
Theorem 5.2].
The in uence of results on AC1 and ACI1-uni cation on uni cation problems
with bag and set constructors was largely ignored (for which we are also to blame,
see the preliminary version of this paper [19]). For example, one can read in [9]:
\by dealing with nested sets we can solve set-uni cation problems that
cannot be expressed using ACI uni cation; for instance fx; fy; f;; z ggg =
ffz g; wg."
However, it is not hard to see that the set constructor can be de ned from
the union [ by using the additional singleton set constructor f: : : g. Indeed,
we have fx j yg = fxg [ y. Thus, the uni cation problem for HU + (as well as
for the domains of [22, 45, 21]) can be implemented as uni cation in the theory
combining AC1 and ACI1. This fact has been noted for example in [7] and in
[43]. In particular, by [12, Theorem 5.2], the uni ability in the domain combining
bags, sets and trees is in NP.
There are various motivations for using the signature with the bag and set
constructors instead of the union. Our motivation is explained by Theorem 1:
bag and set constructors are enough to express any computable function on
the universe with bags and sets. In addition, known AC1- and ACI1-uni cation
algorithms adapted for HU + are too complex compared to our algorithm (for
example, they use solutions to systems of Diophantine equations and one should
also count the complexity added by the techniques of combining uni cation
algorithms). In the signature with the union, there is a double-exponential lower
bound on cardinalities of minimal complete sets of uni ers for bag equations
[30]. Using bag and set constructors instead of the union, our algorithm gives
a single-exponential upper bound even for the combined domain. This bound is
new and does not follows from other results in the literature.

Other domains for bags and nite sets. Our uni cation algorithm can be

modi ed in a straightforward way to deal with other data models for bags and
sets. In particular, [19] de nes a typed universe (in the spirit of [1] or [34]) and
a universe of colored bags and colored sets (similar to [22]). The corresponding
modi cations of the algorithm are sketched too.

Complexity of nonrecursive logic programs with bags and sets. As
it is shown in [20], if solvability of equations over a domain is in NP, then
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the query evaluation problem for nonrecursive Horn clause logic programs over
this domain is in NEXP (see [20] for precise de nitions). Therefore, the query
evaluation problem for such programs over bags and/or sets and/or trees is in
NEXP (as it follows from another result of [20], this problem is also NEXP-hard).
This bound does not hold for nonrecursive logic programs with negation: in this
case the query evaluation problem may be nonelementary or even undecidable
already for domains with sets [47].

Comparison with other algorithms. Our approach is close to the approach
of [22] where a set uni cation algorithm has been proposed. However, incorporating bags in a logic programming language is stated as an open problem in
[22, page 34]. Also, there is much in common with other known uni cation algorithms for bags and sets built with the bag and set constructors [21{23,45, 9].
It is natural to compare them in important special cases of at bags and sets,
for example when solving equations of the form
fx1 ; : : : ; xn j xg = fy1 ; : : : ; ym j yg;
where x1 ; : : : ; xn ; x; y1 ; : : : ; ym; y are variables. As it was mentioned, in this case
the minimal cardinality of complete sets of uni ers may be exponential.
Set uni cation in [22] is not optimal in this case. In [45] the special case of at
sets is treated in detail. The algorithm of [45] tries to take care of information
about uni ability of elements of sets. This idea is interesting and natural, but
unfortunately the algorithm of [45] does not work for embedded sets, despite
the claim to do so. For the at case, the algorithm of [45] may be better than
all known algoritms in the number of computed uni ers, but it is not clear
how to modify it for embedded sets (for example, because it checks uni ability
of subterms and uses most speci c generalizations that do not exist for sets).
The set uni cation algorithm of [9] also uses optimizations for the at case. It
is proved that the algorithm computes minimal complete sets of uni ers for a
number of special cases of at sets. All these special cases are covered by cases
(1){(4). We achieve minimality by using minimal bag and set correspondences
which is a new idea and allows us to get an optimal algorithm both for cases
(1){(4) of sets and (5){(8) of bags. Note that the algorithms of [45, 9] apply
substitutions explicitly and thus use exponential space, though we guess they
can be modi ed into nondeterministic polynomial-time ones.
It seems that optimal algorithms for at bags have not been considered in
other papers. For example, the algorithm of [23] is not optimal for the bag
equation fjx; x j yjg = fjx j z jg, while our algorithm is optimal for such equations
(case (6) of Theorem 6). Although [23] asserts that
\The axiomatizations presented can easily be combined in order to obtain axiomatic theories capable to deal with any subset of the collection
of proposed structures. Moreover, the uni cation algorithms presented
in the next section can easily be merged to solve the uni cation problem
relative to such combined context",
no details are given.
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Directions of further research. It is interesting to consider constraint logic
programming over bags and nite sets which uses more powerful primitives than
just the bag and set constructors. For examples, what is the complexity of constraint satisfaction when we also have primitives like [ or ? Set constraints
have recently received a considerable attention in connection with program veri cation, but mostly for in nite sets and constraints that are less relevant to
databases or logic programs, see e.g. [5, 14, 39, 13] and the survey [40]).
Also, it is interesting to consider a suitable representation of graphs (up to
isomorphism) and the complexity of uni cation over graphs. This may be useful
for dealing with semistructured data [4].
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